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ABSTRACT
We present the design, implementation, and evaluation of a robotic
system that can localize items through occlusions and grasp them.
Our system identifies and locates RFID tagged objects in non-lineof-sight scenarios.
The system relies on an eye-in-hand camera, a wrist mounted
antenna, and batteryless RFID tags attached to objects of interest.
It has two main components: (1) an RFID localization system that
is mounted on the robot and uses the arm movement to gather data
from different positions to localize the RFID tagged item and (2) an
RF-visual deep neural network that can find and execute a grasping
strategy.
We implemented and evaluated an end-to-end physical prototype
using a UR5e robotic arm, RealSense depth camera, BladeRF xA4, a
log-periodic antenna and a patch antenna. We demonstrate it can
localize RFID tagged items and grasp the identified item.
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INTRODUCTION

Accurate and precise localization of objects is essential for tasks
such as manufacturing, robotic manipulation, and inventory
management[16]. For example, with precise location estimates a
robot on an assembly line can grab the correct parts out of a box
and fasten them correctly to the manufactured product. Moreover,
after completing the task, the robot can check the location of that
same object again to confirm it was applied in the correct location.
Many modern approaches to localization have focused on cameras to segment and track objects of interest in images, often with
RGB-D data [11]. Despite all these advances, however, visual-based
estimations of location are limited by the fact that the objects of
interest must be in line-of-sight of the camera. Occluded objects in
boxes or under other items are impossible to find directly.
RFID localization addresses these limitations by estimating the
position of RFID tags with RF signals. RFIDs are low-cost, batteryless stickers that have already been deployed on billions of items
around the world. RF signals traverse through many common materials, meaning location estimates can be determined without a
line-of-sight. Additionally, recent work in this domain has demonstrated sub-centimeter localization precision - making it directly
useful for many of the tasks described above [15, 16]. Traditionally,
RFID localization has required taking RF measurements from multiple antennas at predetermined, fixed points in space, such that
multiple distance estimates can trilaterate the location of the RFID.
However, there’s nothing inherent to the design of these system
about fixing multiple antennas at specific locations. In fact, the more
measurements you can take, the more robust the system is to noise,
so leveraging antenna motion for spatial diversity of measurements
can be a promising approach. More importantly, the system can
be smarter. Measurements could be taken a certain locations to
maximize the ‘information gain’ of each successive measurement.

In real-time, the localization system could be adapting measurement
positions, orientations, and signal gain to get the most useful and
accurate distance measurements.
One can imagine the applications and benefits of such an approach to robotic manipulation tasks. Firstly, a robotic arm can
already move to a wide range of poses, and capture the location of
those poses accurately. With an antenna attached to a robotic arm,
the robot can leverage its movement to take multiple measurements
as needed. This procedure could even be encoded into the trajectory
optimization itself. Secondly, a robot with RFID localization is able
to complete many previously difficult or inefficient tasks. Objects
can be identified and grasped despite being occluded from camera
view [13], or the robot can perform mechanical search, efficiently
finding all objects of a certain class in the environment.
Additionally, mobile systems can benefit from a motion-based
RFID localization approach. Mobile robots could determine the
relative location of an RFID, and simply navigate in space to capture
more measurements as needed.
In this paper we aim to explore these applications by fixing an
antenna to a robotic arm, localizing an RFID by moving the antenna
in space, and using the acquired location to grasp the object the
RFID is attached to. We also discuss how the fundamental RFID
location-from-motion approach can be improved and seamlessly
integrated as a standard robotics tool.
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RELATED WORK

RFID is a relatively mature technology that has seen widespread
adoption by many industries as barcode replacement over the past
few years in retail, manufacturing, and warehousing [3]. Today’s
UHF (Ultra-High Frequency) RFIDs cost as little as 3-cents and don’t
require any batteries. A wireless device called a reader can read and
uniquely identify RFIDs from up to 9 m and through occlusions.
Recognizing the potential for RFIDs in robotics, researchers have
developed systems that leverage RFIDs as location markers to facilitate navigation [9, 12, 18] and to guide a mobile robot toward
grasping [4ś7, 21, 21].
Furthermore, leveraging motion to gather RF location estimates
has been shown in a variety of work, generally in a SAR-based
approach [2, 10, 19, 23, 25]. RF-SML [10] moves an antenna along a
linear-slide to localize RFID tags based on angle-of-arrival, achieving centimeter level precision. However, much like most SAR approaches, restricting movement to a precise linear track is essential to get good estimates. [2] builds a novel system of two robotmounted RFID readers, and measures robot vehicle movements to
inform a SAR-based 3D localization at tens of centimeter precision.
[14, 23, 24, 26] are other applications of mobile robots localizing
RFID tags. In this paper we explore a robotic arm mounted antenna
to enable grasping in particular.

3 DESIGN
3.1 Background on RFID Distance Estimation
Before explaining how the overall system works, it’s important to
understand the fundamentals of RFID localization. RFIDs are small,
battery-less tags consisting of an antenna, power-harvesting circuit,
and control chip. A RFID reader can transmit a query signal, to
which the RFID can respond to. To respond, the RFID tag backscatters the query signal, either absorbing the signal energy so it is not
reflected, or reflecting it back to the environment. For estimating
the distance of the RFID tag, there are many approaches but this
paper utilizes the frequency-hopping approach found in [16]. The
approach can be summarized as follows.
First the RFID is queried at multiple frequencies, and channel
estimates are extracted from the response. The difference between
these reflective and non-reflective channels is the channel to the
RFID tag and back. The multiple frequencies are chosen the make
this a wideband channel estimate. With enough bandwidth and
some additional processing, the time-of-flight (ToF) of the direct
path signal from transmitter->tag->receiver can be estimated. Finally, distance is easily recovered using the relationship:
Δ𝑡 ToF
2𝜋
[16] can be referenced for details on how the distance estimates
are calculated and enhanced with super resolution.
𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 =

3.2

Position Estimates

The high-level procedure to acquire an accurate location from multiple measurements is shown in Fig. 1.

estimated position, looking downward with the camera. This phase
of system uses a model free deep-reinforcement learning network
that aims to identify optimal grasping affordances from RGB-D,
using the RFID’s location as an attention mechanism. Because the
camera image is used in this stage to find the best grasping strategy,
the position estimate from Section 3.2 can have small errors without
affecting the grasping performance.
The input to the Deep Neural Network are RF-Kernel, depth
and RGB Heightmaps. Heightmaps are computed by extracting 3D
point cloud from RGB-D images and projecting the images orthographically, parallel to the table top. The RGB and depth heightmap
represent color and height from tabletop respectively. The RFID location is also used to construct an RF kernel, a 2D Gaussian centered
around tagged item estimated location, whose standard deviation
represents RF localization errors. The system incorporates RF-based
attention through two main strategies:
· RF-based Binary Mask. The RGB and depth heightmaps are
cropped to a square around the RFID’s location (11cm×11cm).
This pre-processing attention mechanism allows the network
to focus on the vicinity of the target object and compute the affordance map with higher resolution and/or less computational
complexity.
· RF Kernel. The kernel is fed to the network, and is also multiplied
by DQN’s last layer to compute the final affordance map. This
increases the probability of grasping the target item.
The output of grasping network contains 16 maps for grasp, from
which the system chooses the position and gripper rotation with
highest probability of success.
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Figure 1ÐThe Localization Procedure. First, the system gathers channel and distance estimates at a few locations. Based on the estimated location, it decides whether
to gather more measurements by taking more spatially diverse distance estimate. If it
has enough points, it uses the location estimate to perform grasping.

The robot starts by collecting three distance measurements, such
that the position optimization can output an estimate of the 3D
location of the tag. However, the roundtrip distance measurements
often have error from environment noise, multipath, and other factors. Thus, we can measure the residuals from the position estimate,
and determine if additional measurements are needed to improve
the accuracy.

3.3

Grasping

Once an accurate position estimate of the RFID-tagged object is
determined, grasping can occur. The robot moves directly above the

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the system using two bladeRF xA4 softwaredefined radios (SDRs) [17], a UR5e robot arm, 2F-85 Robotiq gripper,
and an Intel Real-Sense D415 depth camera mounted on the gripper.
Fig. 2 shows these components and how they are connected on the
robot. Currently the RFID transmitter antenna is placed at the base
of the arm, and the receive antenna is placed at the robot wrist. The
Realsense depth camera is also mounted on the wrist of the robot.
However, with the small form factor of the bladeRF, the system
could be entirely placed on the arm in the future.
The robot is controlled using Universal Robots ROS Driver on
ROS kinetic. We used Moveit! [8] and OMPL [22] for planning scene
and inverse kinematic solver. The code is implemented in both C++
and Python. Objects of interest are tagged with off-the-shelf UHF
RFIDs (e.g., Alien tag [1])

4.1

bladeRF

The bladeRF platform was chosen as it’s a more compact and
cheaper than other SDRs, such as Ettus URSPs [20]. Multi-antenna
RFID localization had already been achieved on USRPs, so the
groundwork was in place to utilize the bladeRFs for RFID localization. However, there were numerous issues to overcome to improve the accuracy before the rest of the system could be implemented. The following subsections describe the important parts of
the bladeRF implementation.

4.1.1 Hardware. Besides the high-level hardware shown in Fig. 2,
there were additional requirements. The bladeRF that sends the
query to the RFID has a BT-100 power-amp on the transmitter,
which allows it to power up that tag at sufficient distance. Additionally, that bladeRF also serves as the master clock, which it outputs
to the second bladeRF. This is done to ensure the two devices are
closely hardware synchronized. The two devices can actually be
made more accurately synchronized with a trigger mechanism.
However, this triggering wasn’t in the scope of this paper. The
transmit radio gains were set to their maximum, and the receive
gains were adjusted to prevent clipping in the signal.
4.1.2 Frequency Hopping. To gather a wideband channel estimate,
the second bladeRF takes narrowband channel estimates every
20MHz, starting at 800MHz and stopping at 1100 MHz. 300MHz
gives enough accuracy in the time domain to achieve good ToF
measurements. With the bladeRF, the high-level API is limited to 16
stored tuning frequencies, so measuring an even higher bandwidth
was not explored for this paper, since we wanted to limit increasing
the frequency spacing too much.

Figure 3ÐCorrecting for random phase offset between TX and RX. The TX and
RX frontends are on different PLLs, such that it is impossible to determine the change
in phase of the sent and received signal. To resolve this, we loop the second TX output
directly into the second RX input via an attenuator. This gives us a measurement of
the phase offset to correct the over-the-air signal with.

4.1.3 TX/RX Phase Synchronization. While implementing the frequency hopping, it was noted that the phase of the system did not
behave as it should. Accurate phase estimates are necessary for
accurate distance measurements, as shown by the relationship:

Measuring the phase of the over-the-air signal can conventionally
be done by subtracting the final phase from the initial phase of the
system:
𝜃 𝑅𝑋 − 𝜃𝑇 𝑋 = Δ𝜃 + 𝑋 − 𝑌

𝜃
2𝜋
However, the RX and TX of a single bladeRF device operate
on different phase-locked loops (PLLs). Fig. 3 the simplified radio
front-end of the bladeRF oscillator paths. PLLs operate by locking
at a constant phase-offset from some reference signal. However,
this constant offset is random, and thus the RX and TX signals
would have an unknown phase offset between them, rendering the
distance measurements inaccurate.
To illustrate the issue, imagine the phase of the TX and RX signals
can be written as:

Clearly the 𝑋 −𝑌 offset must be corrected for. Luckily, the bladeRFs
are MIMO capable devices with two TX and two RX ports. Fig. 3
shows the phase offset solution, where the extra pair of TX and RX
ports are looped back on each other using an attennuator, with no
other modifications. Now we have:

𝑑 est = 𝜆

𝜃𝑇 𝑋 = 𝜃 initial + 𝑌

𝜃 𝑅𝑋 = 𝜃 final + 𝑋

where 𝑋 and 𝑌 are random variables of [0, 2𝜋] offset, 𝜃 initial is the
unwrapped phase sent, and 𝜃 𝑅𝑋 is the unwrapped phase received.

Figure 2ÐHigh Level Implementation. Two software radios connect to a wrist
mounted antenna, and the arm moves around with the receiver antenna attached. The
transmitter is placed at the base of the robot and is fixed in place.

𝜃 𝑅𝑋 1 − 𝜃𝑇 𝑋 1 = Δ𝜃 + 𝑋 − 𝑌
𝜃 𝑅𝑋 2 − 𝜃𝑇 𝑋 2 = 𝑋 − 𝑌
𝜃 𝑅𝑋 − 𝜃𝑇 𝑋 = 𝜃 𝑅𝑋 1 − 𝜃𝑇 𝑋 1 − (𝜃 𝑅𝑋 2 − 𝜃𝑇 𝑋 2 )
= Δ𝜃
Now the recovered Δ𝜃 has been corrected, and can be used for
accurate location estimates.

4.2

Antenna Design

The original RFID localization platform used RFID patch antennas
for power-up and localization. That being said, a 850-6500 MHz
log-periodic antenna was placed on the robot wrist, and it was
small enough that the gripper was not obstructed. However, during
testing the 850-6500MHz antenna did not give reliable or accurate
distance measurements. While the exact cause was not determined,
the larger log-periodic antenna built for 400-1000MHz achieved
much stronger results. One theory is that the antenna gain improved
the SNR of the RFID response. The current 400-1000MHz antenna
sits much closer to the end of the gripper, making grasping more
difficult, although still achievable. For mounting the antenna, a
hole was drilled between the traces on the antenna through the
PCB. This was mounted on the robot wrist with an action camera
mount, and the 3D wrist-antenna transformation was measured.
An omni-direction patch antenna was used for transmitting the
query signal and frequency hops. This was placed near the base of
the robot.
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EVALUATION

The robot workspace is atop a table with dimensions of 0.8m×1.2m.
We consider two metrics: 1) Round Trip Distance Accuracy: the
accuracy of the system in measuring the round trip distance which is
the distance from transmitter antenna to RFID tag plus the distance
from RFID tag to the receiver antenna. 2) 2D Localization Accuracy:
The accuracy of localizing the RFID tag position in X and Y axis.

5.1

Quantitative Results

We evaluated the system by placing the RFID tagged item in various
locations and moving the robot arm with its wrist mounted antenna
and camera on different trajectories. We also varied the initial
position of the robot across experimental trials.
a) Round Trip Distance Accuracy: We recorded the antenna’s
location when the channel estimate measurements was performed.
By knowing the true location of RFID tagged item, the ground truth
round trip distance from transmitted antenna to RFID tag and back
to each antenna recorded position can be computed. We tested the
system by putting the RFID tagged item in 3 different positions and
localizing it. We placed the robot in an initial pose where the wristmounted antenna is aimed toward the approximate location of RFID
tag. The robot arm moved in a straight path making frequent stops
to get a channel estimate from different position. The total number
of trials was 17. The median error of round trip distance was 0.0253
meter, and the mean error was 0.0029 meter.
2) 2D Localization Accuracy: Next, we evaluated the 2D localization accuracy of the system across the same experiments
described above. Table 1 shows the results. The mean and median
error of the localization shows that while the round trip distance
accuracy is around 2.5 cm the system was able to estimate the location of tag with median error of 1 cm when provided enough data
points. As the number of measurement points increases the system
localization’s accuracy improves.
2 points

3 points

4 points

X-axis Mean Error

0.0162

0.0146

0.019

X-axis Median Error

0.0190

0.0115

0.01

Y-axis Mean Error

0.0207

0.0122

0.0106

0.02

0.0105

0.002

Y-axis Median Error

Table 1ÐLocalization Error. The mean and median error of localization is each X
and Y axis are reported above.

Fig. 4 shows how having multiple round trip distance estimate
can help localizing the tagged item with accuracy higher than round
trip distance estimation themselves.

5.2

Qualitative Results

Next, we show that our portable localization system can enable
grasping the localized item. We recommend you see the video in
Section 5.3 for demonstration. We placed a RFID tagged item on
the table 16cm below robot’s base. The robot moves in a predefined
straight line and gathers measurements. The RFID localization
system localizes the tagged item and and moves directly above
the item. The attention mechanism biases the grasping network
to perform a grasp on the localized object. We tested the system 2

Figure 4ÐThe distance inputs to the optimization visualized with ground
truth. Every round trip distance estimate, from a RX antenna position, is visualized using undotted ellipse with a different color. The dotted ellipses are ground truth
round trip distances. The wrist mounted antenna estimated the channel in 4 location
shown by blue triangles. Each time, it determines two possible distance measurements:
rounding up to nearest integer wavelength, and rounding down. The position optimization looks at all the pairings, and determines the most likely position as shown
by green circle. The ground truth position of RFID is shown by red circle.

times in this scenario and it was able to grasp the item of interest
in the first attempt.

5.3

Video

A video of the robot localizing and grasping can be found here.
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The paper shows that it is possible to use a robotic arm for RFID
localization. Although there are accuracy and performance improvements to make in the future, the key ideas of gathering multiple
distance estimates from a wrist-mounted antenna, calculating a
location, and attempting grasping were well demonstrated. The
most accurate x-y position estimates came from the experiments
that took the most measurements (4), with median error of 0.01
m in the x-direction and 0.002 m in the y-direction. In fact, the
mean and median errors strictly decrease with more measurements,
suggesting that more can be done to characterize the limits of this
trend. However, these results are nonetheless promising, as they indicate that the location errors are due to noise in the measurements
that can be reduced with more points, rather than any fundamental
issues with our experimental setup.
With a large number of measurement points, the experimental
results suggest a potentially several-mm accurate system. However, acquiring all those points in an efficient and timely manner
requires a faster frequency hopping system and other performance
improvements.
Still, the roundtrip accuracy (1D measurements) was never replicated to a cm-level precision, even though this accuracy has been
found with a similar codebase but on USRP N210 SDRs. Further
exploring the reasons for this will be valuable for long-term usage
of the bladeRF platform. Similarly, the bladeRFs are clearly more

limited in TX gain, and a long-term solution will be needed to
increase the range.
Moving forward, there are numerous next steps that can build
on this work. RF measurements using antenna movement for tasks
such as localization and imaging has been well researched in a domain called synthetic aperture RADAR (SAR). One of the challenges
with SAR is the need for highly accurate measurements of antenna
location, and antenna movement is generally in a pre-defined linear
or circular pattern. The diverse maneuverability of robotic arm
could enable an adaptive SAR, where the antenna path is is determined via a RF-aware motion planning optimization. Similarly,
quantifying the benefits of this system for grasping tasks, either in
path efficiency or success rates can be a useful endeavor.
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